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President:

A (belated) Happy New year to you all, and here’s
looking forward to a return to our workshops
when the warmer weather arrives.
I have details of the various shows we shall be
attending during the year. You may notice that we
have lost one of our best shows at Great
Missenden, but have gained a new show at
Beale Park, near Reading. We are also looking
for other opportunities to display and sell our
wares, as the Club needs the income. I will keep
you informed of developments. In the meantime,
we should thank Ralph Pooley for his sterling
work in arranging both our annual programme
and the schedule of shows and exhibitions.
A last reminder - if you have yet to pay your
subscription, please do it right away, otherwise
your AWGB membership will expire.

Alan

Stuart King
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January Meeting
Tony Walton started off our
series of demonstrators for
2014. Tony is a well known and
very experienced turner who
has, in the past made an
important contribution to the
running of our parent
organisation, the AWGB. His
demonstration piece was to be a
lidded jar. Using a length of dry
sycamore, Tony made generous
chucking dovetails on both ends,
then mounted the wood and
parted off a short length which
was to become the lid of the jar.
He finished the inside of the lid,
then mounted the piece in the

Tony Walton contd.
chuck, and with
tailstock support
began to shape a
long narrow jar.
When the jar was
partly shaped, he
removed the
tailstock and began
to hollow the jar,
pausing to fit the
partly made lid, and
then continuing the
hollowing. Tony
used a spindle
gouge for
hollowing, and stressed that for the whole of this
job, he would use only basic tools which every
turner would have. When he was satisfied with the
hollowing, he refitted the lid part, and completed its
shaping. At this point we noticed that he had not
made a foot, to the
shape of the jar.
Instead, he parted
it off from the
chucking piece
and remounted it
on a friction drive
with tailstock
support., so that he could continue shaping the jar.
In fact, instead of a foot, he brought the jar to a
rounded point, and we realised that he had made a
replica of a Greek amphora. It should be noted at
this point that the finish on the jar was excellent,
straight from the tools. All this work took us up to
coffee break time.

made a deep internal dovetail for re-chucking,
then turned the piece as if for the outside of a
bowl. This required considerable skill, as the
triangular shape meant that the tool was
“cutting air” for much of the time. Again,
Tony achieved a splendid finish direct from
the tool. The piece was re-chucked on the
internal dovetail, and Tony began to remove
waste, at first with a standard bowl gouge, and
later with one with a more square across
cutting edge,
carefully
watching the
thickness of the
bowl shape as he
worked. As he
neared the
bottom of the
bowl, to our
surprise, he
deliberately
broke through,
revealing the
chuck jaws,
though of course, retaining the dovetail. Tony
did not do any sanding, but he did discuss the
problem of sanding an interrupted shape. On
removal from the lathe, it was simply a matter
of inserting the
pointed end into
the hole in the
stand. See the
photograph!
This was an
excellent
demonstration.
Very well
prepared,
executed, and
timed. Tony
offered much
advice as he
worked, and
answered the
many questions
from the audience. Quite apart from the novelty
of the piece, it was a lesson on what could be
achieved by a small number of standard tools.

After the break,
Tony observed that
in ancient times,
amphorae were
simply pushed into
the sand or soil to
keep them upright,
but that we would
need a stand for this
one. He had
prepared an
accurately centred
triangle of London
plane, which he mounted on a screw chuck He

Just a Thought!
Most of us use cellulose based sanding sealer. We apply it, let it soak in, and wipe off the surplus,
then as soon as it is dry enough , denib it and apply our favourite finish. We are too impatient!
Two coats of sealer, left overnight to fully cure before final denibbing will produce a much
superior hard surface, ready for just a wipe of microcrystalline wax. See your face in it!
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Christmas Party

The December meeting is a great
opportunity for entertainment, goodgrub,
and a chance to have a good natter. This
year was no exception. Ready, Steady,
Turn! this time was to produce a snowman
with a hat within a maximum of ten minutes.
Some prepared sycamore blanks were laid
on by Chairman Tony Champion, and tools
for those who needed them. Most
competitors
preferred to bring
their own tools
though. Colouring
pens were available
for those who
wished, or had time
to use them. First
though, in case
anyone didn’t
know how to do it, there was a demonstration
of how to do it. Easy really, except when you are
under pressure! Ten competitors lined up, so
they had to be processed in batches. Each turner
was timed, and final marks were to be awarded
according to time
taken and also
quality of
workmanship,
design, and finish.
Furious activity
was seen, but it was

less time, because
there were fewer mistakes
to be rectified.
The photographs
show various well known
members
exhibiting colossal levels
of concentration,
and mounting piles of
shavings! After
three sessions, it was all
over and we had
to wait while evaluation took place. Competition was very close,
challenging the judge, but eventually, Ralph Pooley was declared the
winner. It ought to be mentioned though, that Stuart King worked at
phenomenal speed, and made two snowmen in the time allowed, one of
which even had a “carrot” nose! Another important event was the
awarding of the trophy for ‘Turner of the Year’. This was won by
Ben Dick, who is probably our most prolific turner, but who is also
noted for the quality of his work, and also for his willingness to
innovate. Overall, this was a splendid evening
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How to do it!

notable that those
who proceeded
steadily without
panic actually took

Gallery

Shows and Exhibitions 2014
HD Fairs. Mapleduram. 3rd 4th 5th May
May Bank Holiday

Daventry Wood Works. 10th & 11th May
Great Barn Ruislip. Sat 24th May to
Sun 11st June
HD Fairs Beale Park, Reading. 7th 8th
9th June
Eastcote Summer Picnic. 7th June
Retro Festival, White Waltham. 8th
9th 10th August
Cow Byre. Ruislip. 10th to 15th
November
HD Fairs Gerrards Cross . 15 th
16th November
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